Making adaptation monitoring and
evaluation work for you
Jimena Eyzaguirre
Senior Climate Change Specialist

Child-Centred
Climate Change
Adaptation (4CA)
Project

Pilot phase in South
East Asia
Indonesia, Laos,
Thailand, Vietnam
US$ 1.5 million
over three years
42 villages, 78
schools

Regional Adaptation Collaboratives initiative
 Six RACs (B.C., Prairies, Ontario, Quebec, Atlantic, North)
 $18.5 million in federal funding
 125 official partner organizations
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Close to

Agreement

Far from

#1: Distinguish complex from
simple or complicated
E.g., Government
approval of climate
change school
curriculum

Socially
complicated
Build relationships,
find common ground

E.g., Administration
of seed grants for
community
initiatives

Simple
Plan, control

Close to

Children’s participation
in community-based
adaptation

Zone of complexity

Technically complicated
Experiment, coordinate
expertise

Certainty

Integration of climate
change concepts into
school curriculum

Far from
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#2: Identify and test core principles

-Focus on regional,
thematic priorities
-Decision-makers at the
table
-Multi-sectoral partnership
-Ownership from the start

Childcentred Attentive to
Integrative most
marginalized
Intergenerational
Flexible
Source: Shared
Assets (2014)
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#3: Adopt practices from
developmental evaluation
Traditional evaluation

Developmental evaluation

External, independent evaluator

Evaluator is part of the initiative

Makes judgments on program
improvements, overall merit

Engages program team in ongoing
inquiry as program develops
(“model” has yet to emerge)

Delivers snapshots mid-way and at
the end

Documents adjustments, choices,
key decisions and results guided by
an inquiry framework  tight
feedback loop, “holds up the mirror”

Sources: Patton 1994, Patton 2006, Gamble 2008
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#4: Matched the learning
framework to your situation
 What are the priority values that
will guide how Plan engages project
stakeholders on 4CA? How do we
know whether we are living out our
values? How do our values inform
program developments?

NRCan’s Adaptation Decisionmaking Continuum
1. Unawareness
2. General awareness
3. Active awareness

 What specific lessons can be
drawn on the relationship
between children’s agency and
communities’ engagement in
adaptation? How do these
relationships change over time, with
what consequences?

4. Focused awareness
5. Comprehensive
understanding
6. Decision point
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#5: Integrate qualitative methods and
“measuring-without-indicators”
approaches
Drinking water
safeguarded through
climate change
consideration in
source protection
plans (ON)
Provincial Flood Plain
Management Policy
updated and flood risk
mapping enhanced to
include climate
change (NL)

Outcome
harvesting

Capacity to manage
flood risks in British
Columbia’s Lower
Mainland and protect
communities along the
Fraser River and coast
strengthened (BC)
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